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Portraits from Mishima African Books Collective
Clare is seventeen, a popular straight-A student, and has her daily life completely determined by her
controlling mother. Outwardly it appears she has everything figured out, but silently she feels lost in
someone else's life. Her only escape is behind the lens of her camera. Hilda is forced to move back to
the US and is looking to escape a painful past relationship and start over. Her alternative look and
rough exterior don't do her any favors as she struggles to be accepted by her peers and restart her
athletic career. When the two girls meet for the first time, something clicks. New and conflicting
emotions stir within Clare that force her to question who she is and what she wants out of life. Hilda,
being suddenly thrust into the spotlight of Clare's popularity, fears that to fit in, she'll need to hide
her feelings of affection, which has never been her strong suit. Will the two be able to navigate the
uncharted waters of their passion, or will they drown in a sea of their own expectations?
My Friend Winny AuthorHouse
Why for Peace Sake? I was relaxing on a cruise when it was time for dining. The Maitre 'D
announced that the crew represented over 300 different countries. Curious, I went down to C desk
and noticed an open door. These gentlemen lived in a cramped room for over 6 months out of the
years and they get along. True they have to or they would be fired but what if an event snowballed
into peace in the Middle East. The bible is clear, it says pray for the peace of Jerusalem. Those of us
who claim that Abraham is the father of many nations understand that we are killing our own kind.
Why, because we disagree on who should have the power.
Spectrum Grade 3 Simon and Schuster
EXPanding Receptive and Expressive Skills through Stories
(EXPRESS): Language Formulation in Children with Selective
Mutism and Other Communication Needs is a resource that
provides a treatment approach for speech-language
pathologists, teachers, psychologists, parents, and others
working with children with selective mutism and other language
delays or disorders such as language learning disabilities,
autism spectrum disorders, or for children learning English as
a second language. It is a program for expanding receptive and
expressive language skills with five levels of communication
to accommodate children from nonvocal stages through
spontaneous vocalization. The EXPRESS approach includes
activity modules corresponding to classic children's stories.
Children's literature is used as a flexible and adaptable tool
for presenting activities designed to help expand vocabulary
and grammar, engage in question-answer routines, improve
sentence formulation, and generate narrative language.
Creativity and imagination are also fostered using sentence
formulation and story generation. EXPRESS supports the Common
Core State Standards for English and Language Arts. Each of
the modules requires the corresponding storybook that can be
obtained individually or found within The 20th Century
Children's Book Treasury, a compendium that includes all the
stories. EXPRESS requires the use of classic children's
stories to complete the activity modules. The stories can be
obtained individually, through an inclusive compendium, or
through online videos. To obtain each storybook individually,

contact your preferred library or bookseller.The 20th Century
Children's Book Treasury (ISBN-13: 978-0679886471) is a
compendium that includes all the stories. It can be purchased
through your preferred bookseller (such as Amazon) or the
publisher (Penguin Random House).Disclaimer: At the time of
publication all information and links are accurate. Plural
Publishing, Inc. cannot further guarantee the availability of
the stories or video links.
Mama's Boy Xlibris Corporation
Mama Namibia is based on the compelling, true story of an innocent Herero girl whose life portrays the suffering,
perseverance, and resilience of the Herero and Nama people as they faced their most daunting test - a genocide
that proved to be the training grounds for the Holocaust."
Archangel's Resurrection Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
THE COUSINS IS A DELIGHTFUL AND WINSICAL STORY OF SEVEN COUSINS. ALL 15
YEARS OLD, SIX BOYS AND ONE GIRL. DEALING WITH THE LIFE AND TRAILS OF BEING
THE OFFSPRING OF FIVE BROTHERS, ALL BILLIONAIR OIL TYCOONS. THIS STORY WILL
WARM YOUR HEART AND TICKLE YOUR FUNNY BONE WHEN YOU READ THE TALES OF
"THE COUSINS" AND THEIR GUARDIAN ANGELS WHO COME TO THEIR AIDE AFTER THE
TEENS ARE KIDNAPPED BY THE BOLLITARI MAFIA CRIME FAMILY. THE END OF THIS
STORY WILL SURPRISE YOU AS IT DID THE TEENS PARENTS WHEN THEY LEARN FOR
THE FIRST TIME, AT THE "SCHOOL TALENT CONTEST" HOW TRULY TALENTED AND
MUSICALLY GIFTED THEIR CHILDREN ARE. THE TEENS BRING DOWN THE HOUSE WITH
THEIR PERFORMANCE, WITH SCREAMING SCHOOL GIRLS TRYING TO STORM THE
STAGE, PUTTING FRIGHT IN THE MINDS AND HEARTS OF THE COUSINS BODYGUARDS.
Eliza Hamilton Lulu.com
UNSUSPECTING...Helena Shea is putting her life back together. Once a highly paid
supermodel and now the owner and CEO of her own modeling agency, a recent
bitter scandal that nearly destroyed Helena and the daughter she gave up for
adoption years ago seems to be settling down. With a chance to have a relationship
with her daughter Frankie and the development of a center for wayward young
mothers that Helena is funding, it looks as if life is turning around for mother and
daughter. However...EVIL LURKS. A killer raised amidst evil and seeking evil with
revenge in mind is targeting Helena. Leaving a trail of blood in his wake this sadist
plans his return into Helena's life. When the madman abducts Frankie it's only a
matter of time before Helena knows she will never see her daughter again. Seeking
help from the journalist who almost destroyed her, an FBI agent with suspicions
toward her, as well as Helena's ex-lover who is also Frankie's father, Helena must
find the strength to fight past addictions and see her daughter back home
again--alive. In this eerily chilling thriller from a best-selling mystery writing as A.K.
Alexander be prepared to lock the doors. This is one of those thrillers that will have
you up late into the night looking over your shoulder. It is as equally compelling as it
is disturbing.
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day Author House
From the New York Times bestselling author of Irena’s Children comes a “vivid,
compelling, and unputdownable new biography” (Christopher Andersen, #1 New
York Times bestselling author) about the extraordinary life and times of Eliza
Hamilton, the wife of founding father Alexander Hamilton, and a powerful, unsung
hero in America’s early days. Fans fell in love with Eliza Hamilton—Alexander
Hamilton’s devoted wife—in Lin-Manuel Miranda’s phenomenal musical Hamilton.
But they don’t know her full story. A strong pioneer woman, a loving sister, a caring
mother, and in her later years, a generous philanthropist, Eliza had many sides—and
this fascinating biography brings her multi-faceted personality to vivid life. This
“expertly told story” (Publishers Weekly) follows Eliza through her early years in
New York, into the ups and downs of her married life with Alexander, beyond the
aftermath of his tragic murder, and finally to her involvement in many projects that
cemented her legacy as one of the unsung heroes of our nation’s early days. This

captivating account of the woman behind the famous man is perfect for fans of the
works of Ron Chernow, Lisa McCubbin, and Nathaniel Philbrick.
The Drawing WestBow Press
Dmitri Volkogonov, the special assistant to Boris Yeltsin, uses secret Soviet archives
to shift the perspective of Lenin’s time as a leader, revealing the Founding Father as
a cruel totalitarian responsible for some of the worst moments in the Soviet state. In
a biography that drastically changes the perception of Vladimir Lenin, a Soviet
revolutionary, politician, and political theorist, numerous secrets are exposed from
previously off-limits KGB archives. After three years of research through more than
3,700 once-secret documents, Volkogonov reveals the information found in the
system concerning Lenin and his legacy, painting a compelling, shocking story about
the Soviet founding father and the system he created. From the creation of
concentration camps to brutal repression of church and the media, and the strategic
cultivation of a cult of personality, Lenin reveals the truth behind the cruel and
totalitarian leader’s past.
Children and Youths’ Migration in a Global Landscape American Foundation for the Blind
The Drawing This is a novel about a childhood full of friendship and memories that blossomed into
an undying love that tied their hearts forever for the rest of their lives. It is also about a little girl’s
little journey in pursuit of her dream expressed in her paintings that became a reality. The past had
been a thief to their friendship. It had stolen all the good, innocent days of their childhood, their
youth, teen years, and growing years. Henry and May Liza grew up separated by the past and
were reunited after eleven years.
Sci Fi Anthology 2015 Lulu.com
Recounts the events of a day when everything goes wrong for Alexander. Suggested level: junior,
primary.
Things I Wish I Knew Before My Mom Died Harper Collins
There are many books in this world that try to explain our existence and our purpose
for being on this planet. Find out what happens if a man knows what goes on after
death. Only "The Purpose" can bring you closer to the truth. Is it science fiction? You
be the judge. The Purpose
Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday iUniverse
Claire is a shy and withdrawn little girl when she receives a puppy for Christmas. Her
precious brown wiener dog is named Winny, and the two become fast friends. They have
many magical adventures together and are close as can be. Soon, something amazing
happens to Claire. Once so scared to be herself, Claire begins to grow confident and
outgoing. She begins enjoying life to the fullest, and it’s all thanks to Winny! Friendship is
important. It just goes to show that a good friend can help you overcome obstacles and
make the most of any situation.
For Peace Sake Gravier House Press, LLC
Coping With Loss The grieving process: Ty Alexander of Gorgeous in Grey is one of the top
bloggers today. She has a tremendous personal connection with her readers. This is never more
apparent than when she speaks about her mother. The pain of loss is universal. Yet, we all grieve
differently. For Alexander, the grieving process is one that she lives with day-to-day. Learning from
her pain, Alexander connects with her readers on a deeply emotional level in her debut book,
Things I Wish I Knew before My Mom Died: Coping with Loss Every Day. From grief counseling to
sharing insightful true stories, Alexander offers comfort, reassurance, and hope in the face of
sorrow. Coping with loss: In her early 20’s reality smacked Ty in the face. She was ill equipped to
deal with the emotional and intellectual rollercoaster of dealing with her mom’s illness. Through her
own trial and error, she found a way to be a caregiver, patient advocate, researcher, and a grieving
daughter. She wrote Things I Wish I Knew before My Mom Died: Coping with Loss Every Day to
help others find the “best” way to cope and move on, however one personally decides what that
means. Mourning and remembrance: In the chapters of this soul-touching book, mourners will find
meaning and wisdom in grieving and the love that will always remain. Each chapter is a study and
lesson in coping with loss: • Chapter 1: We’ve been duped, everyone dies! • Chapter 2: The truth
about my moderately dysfunctional family • Chapter 3: The Art Of Losing • Chapter 4: The how of
grieving • Chapter 5: How to be obsessively grateful • Chapter 6: Dear Mama
Mama Namibia Scholastic Inc.
Aurora Chandrakant is the daughter of Kaven head of the royal pack warriors. When her and her
twin brother were 12 years old, they both began their training with their father. All her life her dad
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shows her nothing but attention and love but for some reason as years goes by that her mother
becomes colder to her. Every night she will have the same dream about a baby being left at the
door but not only she can’t recognize anyone face, but there is no one she can ask about this
dream. Prince Alexander Heinrich is the next in line for being King of the West side packs. His
father is always hard on him to be the King that he is now with the packs. He’s cruel and abusive to
Alexander. The packs in their kingdom don’t really care for his way of taking care of them. They
meet on her first day of training with her father. The first moment Alexander see Aurora he had a
feeling that she could be his mate but when she first shifts that he will be positive. Alexander tells
his father of her and setting up the Luna ceremony from them to mark each other letting the pack
know of her being their Luna but his father refuses it. He doesn’t care that Aurora is to his opinion a
lower ranking wolf and wants Alexander to choose a female of higher ranking to be his Luna. Like
Kimberly Stone daughter of the Alpha of the Black pine pack. Now Alexander must choose between
his true mate or being with someone he can’t even stand to be around, but his father forces his
decision to whom he will be with. Will this, story end with happiness or just nothing but broken
hearts?
Expanding Receptive and Expressive Skills Through Stories (EXPRESS) A.K.
Alexander
An emotionally charged, dual-timeline suspense set between LA and NYC, this debut
novel is perfect for fans of The Last Thing He Told Me and Luckiest Girl Alive. A
clinical psychologist is thrown into her dark past as she races to uncover the truth
about her mother's death while struggling with her own mental health. Can we ever
truly know the people we love? Losing her mother to a hit-and-run at age 15 threw
Beatrice “Beans” Bennett’s life into turmoil. Bereft, she developed a life-threatening
eating disorder, and went through a challenging recovery process which paved the
way for her work as a clinical psychologist decades later. When a new patient arrives
at her office and insists that Beans’s mother is still alive—and in danger—Beans is
forced to revisit her past in order to uncover the truth. She learns the “patient” is a
member of a notorious family that owns a drug company largely responsible for the
national opioid epidemic, and that her mother was once tangled in their web. In a
race against time—and her mother’s assailants—while once again facing the disorder
she thought she’d put behind her, Beans discovers that, like herself, her mother had
a devastating secret. With its fast-moving, edge-of-your-seat action and intimate look
at mental health, Since She’s Been Gone will keep readers in its grasp long after the
last page.
Through a Mother's Eye Crooked Lane Books
A middle-grade novel in verse follows the experiences of twin basketball stars Josh and
Jordan, who struggle with challenges on and off the court while their father ignores his
declining health. 20,000 first printing.
The Braille Trail Springer
Prince Alexander has just turned twenty, instigating crucial events in his life and the Kingdom of
Aylon. Under instructions from his father, King Xavion, Alexander’s first order of business is to
choose a young lady with the birthright of Aylon and honor her in making her his wife and eventual
queen. Already overwhelmed with his royal duties, Alexander approaches the next chapter of his
life without any idea of the surprises that lie ahead for him. When his father prods him to treat a
visiting princess as his personal guest during her extended stay in Aylon before she returns to her
fiancé in Darnell, Alexander reluctantly agrees—until he feels an almost instantaneous chemistry
with Arayna that soon leads to forbidden romance. After Alexander discovers his purpose is much
deeper than taking the throne, he and Arayna begin an emotional and strategic battle to live life,
rather than allowing life to live them. But as Alexander breaks the conventions of his position and
era, he puts everything at risk in order to pursue his dreams. In this historical romance, a prince
embarks on a touching, coming-of-age journey where he hopes to discover himself, his purpose,
and true love.
The Gardener at Sea and Other Tales Penguin
Anthony has two dollars and three quarters and one dime and seven nickels and eighteen
pennies. Nicholas has one dollar and two quarters and five dimes and five nickels and
thirteen pennies. Alexander has...bus tokens. And even when he's rich, pretty soon all he
has is bus tokens. He was rich. Last Sunday. Grandma Betty and Grandpa Louie came and
gave Anthony and Nicholas and Alexander each a dollar. Alexander was saving his. Maybe
for a walkie-talkie. And then there was bubble gum, some bets with Anthony and Nicholas
(that Alexander lost), a snake rental, a garage sale, and all kinds of other things to spend
money on. And now all he has is bus tokens. When he used to be rich last Sunday.
Mommy, May I? Gallery Books
“This has everything a romance glutton could wish for: a bold, talented, and dashing hero,
a heart-stopping love affair!”—Daily Mail (London) Paullina Simons’s internationally
bestselling blockbuster The Bronze Horseman told the heart-soaring tale of a young
Russian woman’s transcendent love affair with a Red Army soldier during the siege of
Leningrad in the dark days of World War Two. The epic story continues in Tatiana and

Alexander—a novel of the enduring power of love and commitment against the devastating
forces of war and the equally dangerous forces of keeping the peace. A sweeping, intensely
compelling romantic historical saga, Tatiana and Alexander is a Russian Thorn Birds and a
truly unforgettable reading experience.
This One's for the Working Mama BroadStreet Publishing Group LLC
Enter the world of Alexander Thealah, a man of nobler generations trapped in a modern age. When
Alexander unearths a chilling secret, he becomes tangled in a web of suspense that has plagued
man science the beginning of time. Through love and death, murder and redemption, Alexander
attempts to unweave the threads which have been sewn, as the plot twists and turns, racing to a
shocking and dramatic conclusion.
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